V2000 Networking Router

Broadband | XLTE | 4G LTE | HSPA+ | 3G | CDMA | GSM

V2000
The V2000 router delivers always on connectivity in a compact size ideal for distributed enterprise.
Supporting both broadband and wireless connectivity, the V2000 offers maximum network flexibility
with secure VPN functionality. The router’s intelligent hardware and software enable full interoperability
with other leading enterprise equipment brands, helping enterprise and SMBs simplify their network
architecture.

Features
Multiple Interfaces: 2 port Ethernet (WAN & LAN 10/100 MBps), USB
Physical Security: Embedded tilt sensors alert for tampering or vandalism
Networking Security: PCI-DSS compliant, high level encryption, stateful firewalls, and active intrusion detection
Network Failover Configurations: Maintains always on connectivity via wireless when primary network fails,
then automatically switches back once primary service returns
Optimize Connectivity: Engineered analytics track and mitigate: latency, environmental radio frequency
interference, and tower congestion
Exterior Design: Rugged, industrial grade ABS plastic construction and magnetic base for easy installation

Applications
Workstations
VoIP
POS
Failover
Surveillance

Kiosks
ATMs
Digital Signs
Gaming & Lottery Terminals
Alarm Panels
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Managed Network-as-a-Service
Businesses depend on their network to drive applications, improve communication, and better serve customers. Ventus
NaaS solutions offer always on connectivity, advanced end-to-end security, and consistent reliability, ensuring distributed
enterprises get the most out of their network.
Ventus NaaS solutions are built and managed by Ventus networking experts, ensuring businesses in finance, retail,
healthcare, hospitality, and other sectors achieve secure, persistent connectivity for networked applications at distributed
branch and office locations. From high-level software-defined networking to mission critical IoT services, Ventus NaaS
solutions are scalable to meet specific business needs of any scope.
NaaS solutions are deployed and managed end-to-end, and include pre-configured hardware, dedicated client teams,
continuous monitoring, and 24x7 technical support.

Networking experts

Our engineers design and architect a fully
integrated network tailored to meet your specific
business needs.

Our promise to you

All Ventus managed solutions include dedicated
client teams, continuous monitoring, service level
agreements, and 24x7 technical support.

Genesis™ Network Monitoring

Ventus’ proprietary monitoring platform that
offers intelligent device and connection
management, maximizing business uptime and
efficiency.

Comprehensive coverage

Extensive wireless and fixed line coverage gives
your business ultimate connectivity flexibility.

Top applications

Multiple endpoints
Branch/Office/Remote location
ATM/Kiosk/POS
Digital signage/Video
IoT/M2M

For more information about Ventus managed NaaS
please email info@ventusgns.com or call 866.949.9994
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